ADDRESSES / MAPS & WAY TO SCOPEM / ETH HÖNGGERBERG, ZURICH

MAIN ADDRESSES

Dr. Nicolas Blanc
Managing Director
ETH Zurich
ScopeM
HPT D 5
Auguste-Piccard-Hof 1
8093 Zurich
Switzerland

Phone +41 44 633 75 26
Mobile +41 79 409 29 01
nicolas.blanc@scopem.ethz.ch
www.scopem.ethz.ch

OPTICAL MICROSCOPY:

Dr. Gábor Csúcs
Technical Director Light microscopy & Screening
ETH Zurich
ScopeM
HPI F 11
Wolfang-Pauli-Str. 14
8093 Zürich
Switzerland

Phone +41 44 633 62 21
gabor.csucs@scopem.ethz.ch
www.scopem.ethz.ch

François Oklé
Office Light microscopy & Screening
ETH Zurich
ScopeM
HPI F 13
Wolfang-Pauli-Str. 14
8093 Zürich
Switzerland

Phone: +41 44 633 70 21
francoise.okle@scopem.ethz.ch
www.scopem.ethz.ch

ELECTRON MICROSCOPY:

Dr. Roger Wepf
Technical Director Electron Microscopy
ETH Zurich
ScopeM
HPT D 9
Auguste-Piccard-Hof 1
8093 Zürich

Phone: +41 44 633 45 58
Mobile +41 79 832 22 30
roger.wepf@scopem.ethz.ch
www.scopem.ethz.ch

Bianca Maier
Office Electron Microscopy
ETH Zurich
ScopeM
HPT D 13
Auguste-Piccard-Hof 1
8093 Zürich

Phone: +41 44 633 45 59
Mobile +41 79 821 38 12
bianca.maier@scopem.ethz.ch
www.scopem.ethz.ch
YOUR WAY TO SCOPEM:

BY “ETH LINK” BETWEEN ETH ZENTRUM - ETH HÖNGGERGERG – ZURICH MAIN STATION:

This is the shuttle bus that links ETH’s two main sites in Zurich. The service is only for students, employees at ETH Zurich and visitors of ETH and is free of charge.

The ETH Link is the fastest connection between the two ETH campuses in Zurich. The first three courses in the morning and in the evening depart respectively stop at Zurich Main Station. On the way, the buses stop at the tram stop “Haldenegg” only 600 m from the Central Station.

- On Monday to Friday, the ETH Link runs every 20 minutes (between 8.14 am and 6.14 pm) between the ETH Zentrum Main Building and ETH Hönggerberg campuses (Departure times Hönggerberg and Zentrum: x.14, x.34 and x.54.).
- The first three courses run from the bus stop «Bahnhofplatz/HB», in front of the Hotel Schweizerhof at 07.14, 7.34 and 7.54 am.
- The last three courses depart from the ETH, Hönggerberg at 6.14, 6.34 and 6.54 pm to the bus stop «Bahnhofplatz/HB», in front of the Hotel Schweizerhof.
- On the way, the buses stop always at the tram stop “Haldenegg” very close to the IFW building and only 600 m from the Central Station.

Shuttle bus timetable “ETH Link”

FROM MAIN STATION BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:

- Tram 11 (direction “Auzelg”) to stop “Bucheggplatz”, then Bus 69 (direction “ETH Hönggerberg) to stop “ETH Hönggerberg”
- Bus 46 (direction “Rütihof”) to stop “Meierhofplatz”, then Bus 80 (direction “Bahnhof Oerlikon Nord”) to stop “ETH Hönggerberg”

FROM TRAIN STATION OERLIKON BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:

- Bus 80 (direction “Triemli”) to stop “ETH Hönggerberg”

FROM ZÜRICH AIRPORT BY PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION:

At the airport buy a “ZVV“-Ticket to Zurich; it is valid for the whole public transport net between the Airport and Zurich City and within the City. Take any train to “Oerlikon” (e.g. Train S16, S2). At Oerlikon Station board a bus 80 (direction “Triemli”). Get off at the stop "ETH Hönggerberg”.

BY CAR:

Motorway from Bern, Basel: Follow NORDRING until Gubrist-Tunnel and then take exit Affoltern-Regensdorf. From St. Gallen, Schaffhausen: Follow direction „Bern/ Basel“ on NORDRING, ignore all exits „Zürich City“ and take exit „Affoltern-Regensdorf“.
After exit „Affoltern-Regensdorf“ please follow „Zürich Affoltern“ on the Wehntalerstrasse, at the second traffic light (Zehntenhausplatz), turn right into Schauenbergstrasse and follow the sign „ETH / Höngg“.

1. Turn right following the sign „ETH Hönnggerberg“
2. You drive up Schauenbergstrasse, steeply upwards.
3. At the top of the hill, after the forest, you drive under a bridge.
4. Then turn right to „ETH Hönggerberg“.
5. Take „Einsteinbridge“ straight on into the nearest Parking lot HPG

Overview: ScopeM Facilities